
The SRM-20 is perfect for any classroom and offers students the chance to experience cutting-edge 
technology in preparation for careers in the design, technology and engineering industries. The SRM-20 
empowers students to engineer and output intricate proof-of-concepts, parts and scale models, and has 
become an invaluable yet affordable option for STEM and STEAM educators to put advanced 
prototyping technology in their classrooms. 

Every School should have received a Mill, Laptop and accessory kit that includes wrenches, collets, 2 
mill bits, power cord / pack, USB cable: Please check and contact if missing 

 

CNC Mill Tutorial for the SRM-20  

https://hci.rwth-aachen.de/fablab-srm20-mill-tutorial-en#initial_setup 

 

Using SRP Player Software to Convert a 3D Part File to a 3D Part 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IwNbWbyWcL4 

 

Using SRP Player Software to Convert a 3D Part File to a 3D Part (2min 50 sec) 

(2) Using SRP Player Software to Convert a 3D Part File to a 3D Part - YouTube 

 

Software Included for Out-of-the-Box Productivity: This is the "slicer" software for your CAD files  

*Download from Roland DG On Support: User Manuals and Tech Support  

                                               (see icon on your computers)  

WORK FLOW 

Step 1 - Design 

Create your design in your favorite 3D software and then export your 3D CAD model as a .STL, .DXF, 
.3DM, or .IGS/.IGES file. 

https://hci.rwth-aachen.de/fablab-srm20-mill-tutorial-en#initial_setup
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IwNbWbyWcL4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IwNbWbyWcL4


 

 

Step 2 - Import 

Open the file in Roland DG SRP Player software and simply use the five-step wizard to process the data 
for your Roland DG MDX rapid prototyping machine. You don't have to worry about feeds and speeds, 
cut depth, surface selection or G-Code programming: SRP Player does it all for you! 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 3-Set up Mill 

 

V Panel: Moves the machine to the origin point you set based on your design 

The SRM-20’s VPanel controller provides a simple interface for adjusting tool position and moving the 
cursor to set the milling starting point. The VPanel also allows easy control of feed rate and spindle 
speed with pause and resume operation, plus tracking of X,Y,Z axis milling with a numeric readout in 
millimeters or inches 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 4 - Mill 

SRP Player automatically generates machine tool paths and a finished preview. Just click Send to 
Machine to mill a prototype with smooth surfaces and tight tolerances from your choice of material. 

 

 

Software Options 

SRP Player: Recommended (If you don’t see it on the desktop search bar: SRP Player and pin to desktop) 

A user-friendly CAM software with advanced editing capabilities that lets users explore new milling 
capabilities as their skills progress. Supports popular CAD file formats like STL, DXF, Rhino 3D Model and 
IGES. Learn more 



MODELA PLAYER 4 

Easy-to-use CAM software that processes STL files produced by popular CAD programs. Features include 
uniform 3D scaling, selection of milling direction, automatic tool path generation, and control of cutting 
depths and speeds from a predefined library or user-defined setting. Learn more 

IMODELA CREATOR 

Use drawing tools to sketch out ideas before milling shapes, holes, textures and patterns. Then simply 
load your cutting material into the mill, and the SRM-20 does the rest, recreating your design in precise 
detail. 

VIRTUAL MODELA 

A powerful software tool that eliminates milling errors, simulates finished shapes and estimates 
production time. 

CLICKMILL 

Software to directly control surfacing, drilling holes, cutting pockets and other finishing processes on the 
SRM-20, all without accessing CAD or CAM software. 

SFEDIT2 

Convert any standard TrueType or Outline font into a ‘Stroke Font’ or single line font for engraving. 

Making parts in-house vs. using an outside machine shop 

The following examples are real-world parts that were used for a variety of applications from visual 
concept models to prototypes and functional production parts - all created using Roland DG subtractive 
rapid prototyping technologies. SRP gives you a greater choice of materials so you can select the 
optimum material for your design instead of being limited to proprietary materials from 3D print 
vendors. The tight tolerances and smooth surface finish of SRP ensure you won't compromise a thing. 

 

 

 

 

 


